Clery Meeting
Wednesday, March 26, 2014 – PCR
The Committee discussed the recently formed Compliance Committee. Since its formation, several
members have emailed our committee to inform us of issues such as the recent VAWA Amendment and
the $35,000 (per event) violation for non-compliance. An email will be sent to inform them that the
Clery Committee has a consultant from O’Connor & Drew, meets monthly, stays informed with weekly
Clery updates, and has complied with Clery requirements. We are now working towards meeting the
recent VAWA Mandates and are attempting to make a good faith effort to comply with the negotiated
rulemaking of March 7, 2014 and the new policy statements for the upcoming Annual Safety Report for
October 1, 2014.
Our committee decided at the next full Compliance Meeting in June, (April is a webinar) that we would
try to get on the agenda to spend ten minutes to inform and debunk some of the myths of Clery. Gene
Hatem will talk about the criminal log for campus crime statistics that we report on by October 1 every
year. Maggie will pass out a list of the criminal offenses that we are required to know about and report
on (regardless of the fact that we rarely encounter them on our campus). And the fact that Clery has
added Domestic Violence, Dating Violence and Stalking to our list of offenses to report.
Web site: Katie Donnelly, will work with Andrea Macpherson to update the Public Safety Website and
make sure all the links make sense. There is some overlap and old information that could be removed.
How to Identify CSA’s: Stafford identifies a list on their web site that still pose a lot of questions for us.
Before we get into training we need to clarify who the CSA’s are. After much discussion, it was decided
this is a good time to email the list that Stafford gives on their training website and send it off to Frank
O’Brien at O’Connor & Drew and ask him to make the call.
Stafford will tailor their training to us. One thought is to come up with an initial group. Figure out a
process, webinar, online, individual training or in a classroom setting.
Once that has been accomplished we can then work out any bugs in the training process and then
attempt to train the next group. It is all about showing a good faith effort.
Another idea is to bring the training of CSA’s to the Impact Committee and ask for their input as it will
affect many members of that committee.
Good things: For this year’s Annual Security Report (ASR) we have much to add:
 A new text alert systems (soon to be unfolded)
 New Emergency Evacuation Plans on door of all classrooms on all campuses




Public Safety and Facilities now have two way radio system for emergencies and daily
use.
Evacuation Maps (you are here) in an emergency for Fire, etc.

Other things to think about:
Start planning the editing process for the ASR (summer of 2014).
Other compliance issues for this year:



Description of “programs to prevent domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault,
and stalking;” and
Institution procedures followed “once an incident of domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault, or stalking has been reported”.

